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(The second edition, the 14th chapter, “The Transformation of Moderate 

Spirituality into ‘secure Fortress of ascetic life’” of the book ‘The Mother’s 

Manifestation’ is offered at the lotus Feet of The Mother and Sri Aurobindo on the 

occasion of Vijaya Dashami, 15.10.2021.)  

 

 

 

The Publisher’s Note  
  

The Mother has entrusted the task that those who will collaborate in Her 

Divine work must have thorough knowledge of Sri Aurobindo who is the 

representative symbol of comprehensive movement of ascending and descending 

Divine Consciousness. For this one must have thorough knowledge of integral 

Karma Yoga, integral Jnana Yoga and integral Bhakti Yoga which are developed 

from a systematic practice of many-fold self-disciplines of traditional Yoga. The 

synthesis of central truth of all exclusive traditional Yoga will lead towards 
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integration and the realisation of all-inclusive integral Yoga. Thus, a link between 

them has evolved to rightly connect the past Spiritual heritage with the future 

Divine manifestation. This ‘gold link’25 is meant to bridge the gulf23 between 

lower and higher hemisphere, to open many closed doors, oblivious fields, unseen 

province, void and silence in Consciousness, to create new avenues of ascent of 

Soul and descent of Shakti, and thus the Consciousness ascended and descended to 

new heights and depths, to search new overhead action, wisdom and love that can 

reconcile the mutually antagonist trend of existence such as mind, life and body. A 

Sadhaka of integral Yoga must learn the lesson and is exclusively preoccupied in 

the inner world in which he is able to open the doors of wider consciousness, able 

to  remove the gulf and void created between surface physical and subliminal 

world, between subliminal world and Superconscient world, between Supramental 

and Subconscient/Inconscient world and he will be victorious and conqueror to 

such extent that consciousness can move31 a long way from surface life to inner 

depth in which Psychic being is veiled and continue this movement to discover 

Spiritual, Universal, Supramental and the highest Bliss world freely without any 

block or obstruction and discovers their Divine unity.   

OM TAT SAT 

 

Reference: - 

23: “For even her (Savitri’s) gulfs were secrecies of light.” Savitri-16,  
 “A gap was rent in the all-concealing vault (of King Aswapati);  

The conscious ends of being went rolling back:  

The landmarks of the little person fell,  

The island ego joined its continent.” Savitri-25, 

“Bridging the gap between man's force and Fate” Savitri-35, (Man’s Psychic, 

Spiritual and Supramental Force can change Fate.) 

“In moments when the inner lamps are lit 

And the life’s cherished guests are left outside,  

Our spirit sits alone and speaks to its gulfs. 

A wider consciousness opens then its doors; 

Invading from spiritual silences” Savitri-47-48, 

“But who shall pierce into the cryptic gulf  

And learn what deep necessity of the soul  

Determined casual deed and consequence?” Savitri-52, 

“Because eternal eyes turned on earth's gulfs” Savitri-101 

“This world of bliss he (King) saw and felt its call,  

But found no way to enter into its joy;  

Across the conscious gulf there was no bridge.” Savitri-128, 

“She hopes by the creative act’s release 

To o’erleap sometimes the gulf she cannot fill, 

To heal awhile the wound of severance, 

Escape from the moment’s prison of littleness  
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And meet the Eternal’s wide sublimities  

In the uncertain time-field portioned here.” Savitri-177 

“Its (Supermind) mights that bridge the gulf twixt man and God,  

Its (Supermind) lights that combat Ignorance and Death.” Savitri-261,  

“There was no cleavage between soul and soul, 

There was no barrier between world and God.” Savitri-319 

“There (in the Supramental) was no gulf between the thought and fact,” Savitri-

327 

“A mediating ray had touched the earth (mediating ray is the Spiritual energy) 

Bridging the gulf between man’s mind and God’s; 

Its brightness linked our transience to the Unknown.” Savitri-353 

“But soon the link of soul with form grew sure” Savitri-355 

“Unlocked were inner spirit’s trance-closed doors:” Savitri-369 

“To make thy life a bridge twixt earth and heaven;” Savitri-536, 

“But now a silent gulf between them (Savitri and Satyavan) came” Savitri-584,  

“In vain thou (Death) hast dug the dark unbridgeable gulf,” Savitri-648, 

(Death asked) “What bridge can cross the gulf that she (Truth supreme) has left 

Between her (Truth supreme) and the dream-world she (Truth supreme) has 

made?” Savitri-663,  

“The two (Heaven and Earth) longing to join, yet walk apart, 

Idly divided by their vain conceits; … 

They gaze across the silent gulfs of sleep.” Savitri-684 

25: “It (a reconciling Wisdom) grouped the golden links that they had lost 

And showed to them (mind, life and body) their divine unity,” Savitri-90 

“But soon the link of soul with form grew sure; 

Flooded was the dim cave with slow conscient light,” Savitri-355  

“But now the gold link comes to me (Satyavan) with thy (Savitri) feet 

And His gold sun has shone on me from thy face.” Savitri-408 

31: “The spirit in a finite ignorant world 

Must rescue so its prisoned consciousness  

Forced out in little jets at quivering points  

From the Inconscient’s sealed infinitude.” Savitri-140 

 “His (Narad’s) inner (eyes) gaze the movements of the soul, 

He saw the eternal labour of the Gods,  

And looked upon the life of beasts and men.” Savitri-416 

“A consciousness of brighter fields and skies,… 

And movements pushed by a superconscient force,” Savitri-28 

“He (King Aswapati) knew the source from which his spirit came: 

Movement was married to the immobile Vast;                                                              

He plunged his roots into the Infinite,               

 He based his life upon eternity.” Savitri-34 
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The Transformation of Moderate 

Spirituality into ‘secure Fortress of 

ascetic life’1 
 

“I would myself say that no man can be spiritually complete if he cannot 

live ascetically or follow a life as bare as the barest anchorites”2 

Sri Aurobindo 

 

“The peculiarity of this (integral) Yoga is that until there is siddhi above, 

the foundation does not become perfect. Those who have been following my 

course (integral Yoga) had kept many of the old samskaras; some of them have 

dropped away, but others still remain. There was the samskara of Sannyasa, even 

the wish to create an Arabinda Matha (Sri Aurobindo Monastery). Now the 

intellect has recognised that Sannyasa is not what is wanted, but the stamp of the 

old idea has not yet been effaced from prana (breath, life energy). So there was 

next this talk of remaining in the midst of the world, as a man of worldly activities 

and yet a man of renunciation. The necessity of renouncing desire has been 

understood, but harmony of renunciation of desire with enjoyment of Ananda 

has not been rightly seized by the mind.” 3 

Sri Aurobindo 

“As a matter of fact, when people talk of Tyaga, of renunciation, it is 

always the physical renunciation of the world which they understand by the word 

or at least on which they lay emphasis, while the Gita takes absolutely the 

opposite view that the real Tyaga has action and living in the world as its basis and 

not a flight to the monastery, the cave or the hill-top. The real Tyaga is action 

with a renunciation of desire and that too is the real Sannyasa.”30 

Sri Aurobindo 

“This kind of spirituality linked on in some way to the demands of the 

normal mind of man, persuaded to the acceptance of useful social duty and current 

law of social conduct, popularised by cult and ceremony and image is the outward 

substance of the world’s greater religions. These religions have their individual 

victories, call in some ray of a higher light, impose some shadow of a larger 

spiritual or semispiritual rule, but cannot effect a complete victory, end flatly in a 

compromise and in the act of compromise are defeated by life.”32 

Sri Aurobindo 

As per the Gita, the three kinds of devotees, arta, artharthi and jijnasu or 

tamasic, rajasic and sattwic, are identified as moderate devotees. They are in their 

Nature noble, generous, catholic, udarah,4 but out of them emerge a devotee of 

fourth kind identified as Jnani, or Spiritual man or liberated ascetic, who is 
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considered very dear to the Divine. The Gita also further defines in sixteenth 

chapter, daivasurasampad bivaga yogah,5 that those who live within the 

boundaries of three gunas are asuras, instruments of falsehood and those who go 

beyond the three gunas are Devas, instruments of Truth. The Lord of the Gita 

further confirms that He takes human birth as Avatara, in order to save the 

instruments of Truth, paritranaya sadhunam6 and to destroy the instruments of 

falsehood, vinasaya duskrutam.6 We have to understand the limitation of moderate 

Spirituality and its unlimited Divine possibility in the above double perspectives 

of the Gita. It insists that since all Souls45 are eternal portions of the Divine so ‘the 

steadfast turning of this lower Asuric and Rakshasic into divine nature is the 

carefully hidden meaning of human life.’27 

 

A moderate adores Divine as the giver of boon and curse and he considers 

that the Divine is meant to exclusively satisfy his endless desire A moderate 

appetite circles around multiple worries and he approaches Divine with the 

intention to get success in his business or occupation, good health, for a child 

(preferably a boy!), a good job and good fortune. Sri Aurobindo never gave reply 

to such letters except that of Sadhana and that was again restricted to His own 

disciples. The Mother did not want to limit Her action within moderate Spirituality 

and Her reply to all these unknown desire driven letters, “What have you given to 

the Lord, or done for him, that you ask me to do something for you?—I do only 

the Lord’s work!”7 The Mother showed little interest to mix up Spiritual Truth 

with the falsehood of family, society, nation and religious foundation. Rather She 

insisted all these half-truths of Divine Reality to choose either the ‘Truth or the 

abyss.’31  

 

The Gita confirms that those who adore Divine for the satisfaction of their 

desire do not experience movement in higher planes of consciousness. “The 

sacrifices offered with a view of getting personal fruit and benefit and also for 

ostentation, know that to be rajasic sacrifice.”50 “If one does work with attachment 

to the fruits of work then that sacrifice does not go to the Divine but to the ego, to 

Asura, Yakshas and Rakshasas.”51 “They who desire the fulfilment of the fruit of 

their works, siddhi, on earth sacrifice to Gods because by that sacrificial work 

without knowledge one gets easy and swift result, khipram siddhirbhabati,”52 but 

these attached Souls cannot ascend in the stairs to the highest Consciousness, 

paramapnoti purushah,53 and their life may be treated as vain, mogham partha sa 

jivati.54 Sacrificial work with knowledge of the wheel of Works, evam pravartitam 

chakram,54 and without attachment leads to higher planes of Consciousness. 

 

The Mother’s vision on Auroville seems to be generalisation of Yoga 

through an easily expansible extension of moderate Spirituality but its objective is 

realisation of self-concentration and self-diffusion of highest Spiritual truth and of 

becoming cradle of future Superman. Here, She received strong overhead direction 
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and did not wish to begin seeking from religious activity and external mental 

worship which are identified as first step49 and dispensable method of integral 

Bhakti Yoga rather ‘an end to religions!’8 She did not want to transform 

Matrimandir as a religious centre of worship of slow evolution but rather a place 

where all outer aids are substituted by inner aids of concentration, meditation, 

silencing of the mind and inner adoration which are identified as indispensable 

method and second step49 of integral Jnana and Bhakti Yoga. This is further 

extended as Spiritual experience of Knowledge by identity and Bliss of union and 

dynamised as pouring down of Divine Knowledge and Love of third and fourth 

step and the last ascending Spiritual experience of integral Yoga is the highest 

oneness with greatest possible depth and height of Consciousness. Matrimandir is 

the symbol of The Mother’s perfect manifestation in the material plane and is the 

channel of continuous descent of Supreme force. ‘A city like Auroville has more 

weight in earth’s history than all the groups of the world’43 because through this 

manifestation, a best chance is given to mankind, ‘to avoid general conflict.’43   

 

Similarly, ‘all truth and practice too strictly formulated’20 becomes slow 

evolutionary movement of dispensable Religion and if it can be constantly 

renovated then the emergence of indispensable swift evolutionary Spiritual 

movement becomes practicable. For this reason, Spirituality asks plasticity of law 

and purity as the condition of acquisition of new life.  

 

The Spiritual energy accumulated through the practice of moderate 

Spirituality is not sufficient to meet the crisis and critical hour in the destiny of the 

individual, collectivity and the race because it does not train to lean on the pure 

Spirit during the hour of extreme adversity. If the pure Spirit dynamises during the 

period of extreme adversity, then a radical change of fate of individual and the 

race can be experienced. For such achievement, which appears to be possible by 

long movement of consciousness between Psychic and Spiritual plane and finally 

the consciousness has to be universalised and Supramentalised. Savitri, after 

establishing herself in Cosmic and Supramental consciousness, came across the 

‘tremendous moment’47 of her life in the form of Satyavan’s death in the forest. 

During this critical hour, her Soul spontaneously moved towards the ‘luminous 

Source’47 or the origin of our existence, which alone can bring sudden change in 

her fate.  

 

Again, an ascetic escape into static Divinity can provide a momentary 

elevation without resolving the problem of existence and its large-scale acceptance 

can disturb the social set up for a brief period. But this Jivatma’s union with 

Paramatma of static Divinity is identified as beginning of Spiritual life which later 

culminates with dynamization of Spirit and reconciliation of Spirit with Matter.  
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The Mother-nature cannot rest satisfied with the highest achievements of 

partial Divine union of moderate Spirituality and shall seek some point of exit 

through its developed Souls to practice later Vedantic Spiritual Self-discipline. On 

the other hand, if mankind will remain satisfied with the existing achievement of 

moderate Spirituality, then it cannot open safe passage for high Souls for their 

exclusive Spiritual pursuit and massive Spiritual experiences. 

 

The defect of moderate Spirituality is that it does not preach the ‘total 

rejection’16 of earthly enjoyment as initial condition of all Spiritual pursuit. It does 

not reject human love which is vain to ‘break earth’s seal of ignorance and 

death.’33 It creates a ‘religious temperament, (and) the most outward form of 

spirituality’11 and limits the individual capacity to hold the Divine Force. It is 

essential that one should clearly discern truth from falsehood, pure Divine Will 

from desire, inner will to delight from outer lust and craving of mind and body. If 

one is unable to make this practical distinction then one can ‘make a choice 

between (1) life-killing asceticism and (2) the gross will to live or else (3) try to 

affect an awkward, uncertain and precarious compromise between them.’18 So 

either a life of ethical austerity or a life of temperate indulgence of desiring mental 

and vital self or a life combining both is perceived as golden means of healthy 

human living. But none of the above three ways gives the perfection which 

integral Yoga seeks. It rather seeks a Divine government by possession of Truth, 

pure action of Divine Will and self-existent Delight by exclusion of untruth, 

personal will and vital hunger of the flesh. Those who unwisely attempt Yogic 

practice without sufficient purity and concentration may activate lower nature or 

injure, crack and damage the earthly vessel by powerful inrush and pressure of 

Divine force into the recalcitrant nature.   

 

The mass of men live in their physical mind and their initial turning must 

take the form of adoration, external worship, use of ceremony as mechanical rite 

and they cannot realise anything except by force of physical symbol and physical 

action. This moderate set up did not considered seriously to realise the Divine in 

His entirety and reconcile the Divine with His Law and human collectivity 

because its fragmentary period of evolution in Ignorance was not yet exhausted. 

When it tries to arrive at any absolute value, it only promotes some partial view of 

things; thrusts itself into one sided exclusive view points and deprives itself from 

the catholicity of the all vision of the Infinite. In this period humanity lived by 

fragments of experience, suffered the fragmentation of integral Divine, integral 

Knowledge and fullness of Life.  

 

In this set-up training has been implanted to rend the veil between the 

surface self and the object or to enlarge the surface physical sheath and separate 

the intellect out of the subjugation of physical mind and sense mind through 

partial renunciation and partial self-giving and arrives at more supple and more 
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ample self-accommodation to higher faculties. The new ascetic set up of The 

Mother’s Mission intends to carry ahead this exercise to its acme by rending44 the 

veil between our inner Self and our ignorant surface Self or similar separation 

between Intuitive Mind and Intellect and strengthen the higher knowledge-faculty. 

In ascetic living one meets the conflict between an Intuition intensely aware of an 

absolute transcendent and inmost subtle physical Reality and a strong intellectual 

reason regarding the world with a keen and vigorous rational intelligence. 

 

Ascetic practices are born to counter the above defects and limitations of 

moderate Spirituality. Integral Yoga identifies renunciation as an indispensable 

negative instrumental means of self-discipline to realise the positive aim of Self-

fulfilment. The beginner of this Yoga gives more importance to indispensable 

inner renunciation of desire, kama,34 attachment, sangam,39 ego, ahamkara,35 

dualities,36 dwanda, three guna37 and fruits of all work, sarva karma phala tyaga38 

and less importance to dispensable outer renunciation of home/life, aniketa40 

subjected to lower nature and outer renunciation of work born out of personal will, 

sarbarambha parityagi;41 because both the untransformed Nature of life and 

defect of work can be transformed into Divine Life and Divine Work. To go 

beyond the influence and attachment of home, family and clan are identified as 

greater achievement than their physical renunciation.  

 

Therefore attachment which is egoistic distortion of Divine Love and desire 

which is egoistic distortion of Divine Delight must be utterly cast out from our 

life; ‘there is nothing in the world to which we must be attached, not wealth nor 

poverty, nor joy nor suffering, nor life nor death, nor greatness nor littleness, nor 

vice nor virtue, nor friend, nor wife, nor children, nor country, nor our work and 

mission, nor heaven nor earth, nor all that is within them or beyond them.’19 And 

this means we should be attached to pure form of Divine Love and nurture desire 

to get Divine Ananda. The Gita does not demand from liberated man ascetic 

inactivity of pure and spotless Saint nor egoistic mental action which wears the 

garb of service, altruism and philanthropy rather the Lord asks Arjuna to ‘rise 

beyond the three gunas and gain glory, conquer the enemies and enjoy an opulent 

kingdom.’21 If one will attempt to enjoy above three attributes within three gunas 

then it will bring ambition, sin and insecurity in the individual life. Integral Yoga 

does not demand from developed Soul unwounded mortal life ‘untouched with 

tears’23 but he must face the fiery test, agni parikha,24 to weigh his Soul’s 

greatness and ‘must cross on stones of suffering to its goal’25 of Bliss Oneness. 

  

1) The traditional Asceticism and Illusionism are born when vital and physical 

nature stands as an impediment to pure Spiritual quest of escape into absolute 

Reality through successive stages of Sannyasa, Renunciation, Moksha, Liberation, 

Nirvana, extinction of Self. The final aim of ascetic Yoga is pacification of mind, 

thought activity and disturbance of heart; one will arrive at entire peace and 
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indifference and final cessation of mechanical action of life and body. Whereas 

integral Yoga combines perfect outer activity with entire inner passivity, mental 

silence, cessation of emotion and absence of personal will. The experience of 

immobile Self, the transcendent immutable Superconscient Reality, One without 

the second, is considered as starting point, indispensable Spiritual foundation and 

first object of a Spiritual man. The Upanishad describes it as luminous, pure, 

sustaining the world but inactive in it, without flaw of duality, without scar of 

division, unique, identical, free from all appearance of relation and of multiplicity, 

--the pure Self of the Adwaitins, the inactive Brahman, the transcendent Silence. 

 

2) The new Ascetic set up promises the seekers to change their dim ordinary 

fate bound earthly life into higher Spiritual destiny or accelerate their mental 

evolution by implementing seven immediate reformations in their daily routine 

life; they are: (a) they will learn lessons from each failure to such extent that it 

must not repeat itself again and again in their life; (b) from each Spiritual fall of 

consciousness they will not be discouraged and maintain their persistent effort to 

discern truth from falsehood; (c) they will not escape from the difficulties of life, 

rather they will maintain their struggle against environment and doom; (d) 

physical suffering for them will be an opportunity to discover the deep Soul or the 

Psychic being; (e) in their contact with the world they will initially follow the 

principle of true ethics of self-blame and self-condemnation instead of finding 

fault with others; (f) they will experience true love by establishing a commerce in 

which the joy of giving is equal to the joy of receiving and tends in the end the joy 

of giving is even greater than joy of receiving; (g) they seek personal salvation for 

human fulfilment because without it they cannot liberate others (h) and by 

rejection of lower nature they will possess, enjoy and dominate the world through 

intervention of higher Consciousness and will expand themselves into infinity.   

 

3) The new integral Ascetic set up also proposes the seeking devotees to 

become aware of their final return from the later Vedantic influence of giving 

exclusive importance conferred on the Divine, liberation of Self to the less 

exclusive and all-inclusive trend of ancient Vedanta where God and Man received 

equal regard and reverence and the sons of Men are also recognised as the children 

of God. There will be in them ‘a certain respect’26 and reverence for physical 

things, a worship of Divine, the Brahman in what they use, ordered harmony and 

beauty in the life of Matter.   

 

4)  In order to install the living Deity, the Mother’s Consciousness shall further 

continue in those who have a pure and glorious material background with ascetic 

turn of mind in order to participate in the double evolution of Mind and Spirit and 

learn the lesson (1) of Spiritual liberation, Brahmic consciousness of feeling the 

Self as untouched and pure and (2) of Spiritual transformation which means the 

Nature is Spiritualised, madbhava. They will move Consciousness through its 
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double stair of ascent of Soul and descent of Shakti. Through this exercise they 

will establish their hold on the Divine first and secondly establish their hold on the 

Nature and lastly reconcile their relation. They will be able to resolve the practical 

problem of possession of the world by losing contact with the Divine and 

possession of the Divine by losing contact with the world. They will utilise each 

moment of their life to increase concentration in order meet the critical moment of 

their individual and collective destiny. Their nature of becoming the instrument of 

truth got tested during extreme adversity because during that hour they have to 

reaffirm their faith and become generator of affirmative vibration instead of falling 

back into negations and pessimism. They will detach Soul from body, life and 

mind to such extent that death of the body will be experienced as change of dress 

without fear, repulsion and aversion to bodily cessation. They will prepare like 

Savitri to accumulate Spiritual strength through each successive moments towards 

conquest of Ignorance, Suffering, Falsehood and Death. Secondly they will 

relinquish attachment to religious dogmas, mental construction and even to the 

truths they hold most securely,12 and practice the perfection of equality which Sri 

Aurobindo declared as ‘the first word of the path of works, so also the first word 

of the path of knowledge’19 or ‘the first business of a sadhaka’13 and asks him to 

‘exercise steadily his will on his nature …to get rid of the defect and its causes.’13 

Thirdly, they will identify all the norms of integral Yoga and work them out 

systematically without any compromise, in order to give a boost to The Mother’s 

statement, “If you really want to please Me (I believe you do!),… concentrate on 

the book on Sri Aurobindo.”14 This exercise later transforms into spontaneous and 

integral obedience to the Divine with whom one is in conscious union; this is 

defined by The Mother as sincerity or to ‘allow nothing, nowhere, to deny the truth 

of your being.’15 A dearest devotee turning into the Divine had happened during 

exceptional moments in the life of Sri Chaitanya;28 such possibility of permanent 

ascent and permanent descent of Purushottama Consciousness is included in the 

life of an integral Yogi by possession of integral Divine. These accumulated 

Spiritual Powers are directed towards the Inconscient and Subconscient planes to 

confront nether dark forces and continuation of unending work of world 

transformation.   

 

Recapitulation: 

“A new life dawns, he looks out from vistas wide;  

The Spirit’s breath moves him but soon retires: 

His strength was not made to hold that puissant guest.”  

Savitri-165 

 

 So, the integral Ascetic Fortress of the Mother’s Mission is a field of 

Karma Yoga pursued in double seclusion, as indicated in Savitri. The value of 

time and space multiplies in seclusion as one draws down Timeless Eternity into 

slipping moments and Spaceless Infinity into limited space of our habitation. The 
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two inner solitudes are to renounce the sense enjoyments and to renounce the 

attraction of outer life. Savitri further issues injunction for seekers of higher life 

and Soul seekers that for them ‘rest and earthly ease’46 are forbidden. So tireless 

and ceaseless consecrated action supported by rigorous self-control are the 

condition of this integral ascetic set up. An integral Ascetic will overcome 

following limitations of Moderate Spiritual pursuit, which has now largely 

dominated the life of men: 

1) Divine is one of the aims of life and not the only and one aim of life. 

2) They have separative identity which they do not want to melt fully in the 

Self, World and Divine. 

3) They have to be aware that the consciousness must move between three 

gunas of tamas, rajas and sattva consciously and after opening of Psychic 

and Spiritual Being, consciousness has to move between waking and non-

waking trance. 

4) For them Divine manifestation through Self-expansion is more important 

than Divine union through Self-concentration. Integral Yoga succeeds 

when self-expansion becomes a willing subordinate of self-concentration. 

Integral Yoga further recognises Divine manifestation as outcome of 

Divine union or activation of Divine Will and not the undivine action by 

activation of three gunas.   

A Spiritual man emerges as an integral Ascetic with partial opening of his 

Psychic Being and Spiritual Being. He will accumulate Spiritual energy by 

movement of his Psychic and Spiritual being and this densification of Spiritual 

energy can be measured from the illumination of his eye and power of his voice. 

These are hinted in Savitri as: 

“And from her (Savitri’s) eyes the Eternal’s bliss shall gaze.”  

Savitri-346 

“His (Satyavan’s) eyes keep a memory from a world of bliss...  

His speech carries a light of inner truth,… 

His sweetness and his joy attract all hearts”  

Savitri-430-31 

Death said to Savitri “Who then art thou hiding in human guise?  

Thy voice carries the sound of infinity,”  

Savitri-663 

 

The Mother certified Sri Aurobindo as a ‘staunch Hindu’9 by nature and He 

had developed great regard towards Sanatana Dharma (and also for other 

religious faith) because His comprehensive Spiritual realisations had its root in the 

ancient teachings of Eternal Religion. He pointed out that if a Religion has to 

attain popularity it must have a personal Godhead as ‘object of worship.’10 An 

Avatara cannot become personal God ‘in the sense that no one can become 

individually the Lord of all the universes.’22 He can become at once (1) 

impersonal, immutable and quiescent of becoming one with the Nirguna, 
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qualitiless Brahman, and (2) of becoming one with the Saguna, infinite qualities of 

Brahman, in the liberty of dynamic manifestation measured by Power and 

achievement of Nature and (3) transcends both the states. ‘...in the Avatar there is 

the special manifestation, the divine birth from above, the eternal and universal 

Godhead descended into a form of individual humanity, atmanam srijami,48 and 

conscious not only behind the veil but in the outward nature.’29 This indicates 

that The Mother and Sri Aurobindo’s triple Divine Presence is intended for some 

special invisible Spiritual action of movement of Consciousness covering the 

whole earth which is other than the visible expansion of a popular Religion and 

does not want to limit itself within external religious worship.42 

OM TAT SAT 
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organised around that: a religion—we want no religion.”    The Mother’ Agenda-

10/498,  

9: The Mother’s Agenda-6/45, 

10: “Buddhism only became a popular religion when Buddha had taken the place 

of the supreme Deity as an object of worship.” CWSA/24/The Synthesis of 

Yoga/556, “Emotionally, the first form which this turning takes must be that of 

adoration. In ordinary religion this adoration wears the form of external worship 

and that again develops a most external form of ceremonial worship. This 

element is ordinarily necessary because the mass of men live in their physical 

minds, cannot realize anything except by the force of a physical symbol and 

cannot feel that they are living anything except by the force of a physical action.” 

CWSA/24/The Synthesis of Yoga/572, 

11: CWSA-23/The Synthesis of Yoga/23-24, 

12: CWSA-23/The Synthesis of Yoga-330-31,   

13: CWSA-24/The Synthesis of Yoga-722,  
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14: The Mother’s Agenda-2/156,  

15: The Mother’s Agenda-1/212, 

16: “It must give up from within everything to which it is attached in order that it 

may gain that which they are in their reality. The external renunciation is not the 

essential, but even that is necessary for a time, indispensable in many things and 

sometimes useful in all; we may even say that a complete external renunciation 

is a stage through which the soul must pass at some period of its progress, --

though always it should be without those self-willed violences and fierce self-

torturings which are an offence to the Divine seated within us.” CWSA-23/The 

Synthesis of Yoga-333, 

17: “Secondly development into forms is an imperative rule of effective 

manifestation; yet all truth and practice too strictly formulated becomes old and 

loses much, if not all, of its virtue; it must be constantly renovated by fresh 

streams of spirit revivifying the dead and dying vehicle and changing it, if it is to 

acquire a new life.” CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-5,. 

18: CWSA/24/The Synthesis of Yoga-658, 

19: CWSA-23/The Synthesis of Yoga-329, 

20: CWSA-23/The Synthesis of Yoga-313, 

21: The Gita-11.33, 

22: CWSA-23/The Synthesis of Yoga-380, 

23: Savitri-422, 

24: Savitri-423, 

25: Savitri-457, 

26: CWSA/22/The Life Divine/1022, 

27: CWSA/19/Essays on the Gita-327, 

28: “But also the higher divine consciousness of the Purushottama may itself 

descend into the humanity and that of the Jiva disappear into it. This is said by his 

contemporaries to have happened in the occasional transfigurations of Chaitanya 

when he who in his normal consciousness was only the lover and devotee of the 

Lord and rejected all deification, became in these abnormal moments the Lord 

himself and so spoke and acted, with all the outflooding light and love and power 

of the divine Presence.” CWSA/19/Essays on the Gita-163, 

29: CWSA/19/Essays on the Gita-161, 

30: CWSA/19/Essays on the Gita-494, 

31: The Mother’s New Year declaration of 1967 reads as, “Men, countries and 

continents! The choice is imperative: Truth or the abyss.” CWM/15/188, The 

Mother’s Agenda-7/302, 

“They call in Truth for their high government… 

Or to the truth of Darkness they subscribe” Savitri-185 

32: CWSA/19/Essays on the Gita-567-68, 

33: Savitri-315, 

34: The Gita-18.53, 16.18, 16.12, 16.16, 2.62, 16.8, 7.20, 9.21, 2.70, 2.71, 16.23, 

5.12, 5.26, 5.23, 16.10, 7.11, 17.5, 3.43, 3.39, 4.19, 2.55, 2.43, 18.24, 18.2,  
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35: The Gita-3.27, 16.18, 18.58, 18.53,  

36: The Gita-10.33, 15.5, 7.27, 7.28, 4.22,  

37: The Gita-18.19, 13.14, 3.5, 13.23, 4.13, 3.28, 7.13, 7.14, 15.2, 3.29, 18.29, 

13.21, 13.14, 14.18, 14.19, 14.20, 13.19, 15.10, 14.25,   

38: The Gita-12.11, 

39: The Gita-5.10/11.55/12.18/18.23, 

40: The Gita-12.19, 

41: The Gita-12.16, 14.25, 

42: “In the light of gnosis the many mental idols, constructed principles and 

systems, conflicting ideals which man has created in all domains of his mind and 

life, could command no acceptance or reverence; only the truth, if any, which 

these specious images conceal, could have a chance of entry as elements of a 

harmony founded on a much wider basis.” CWSA/22/The Life Divine-1103, 

43: The Mother’s Agenda/Vol-8/p-355, 

44: “Rent man’s horizons into infinity.” Savitri-359, 

“To rend the veil of the last mysteries.” Savitri-360, 

“The knot of the two, the higher and the lower hemisphere, is where mind and 

supermind meet with a veil between them. The rending of the veil is the condition 

of the divine life in humanity; for by that rending, by the illumining descent of the 

higher into the nature of the lower being and the forceful ascent of the lower being 

into the nature of the higher, mind can recover its divine light in the all-

comprehending supermind, the soul realise its divine self in the all-possessing all-

blissful Ananda, life repossess its divine power on the play of omnipotent 

Conscious-Force and Matter open to its divine liberty as a form of the divine 

Existence.” CWSA/21/The Life Divine-279, 

45: “He (common man) is a smallness trying to be great, 

An animal with some instincts of a god, … 

His hope a star above a cradle and grave. 

And yet a greater destiny may be his, 

 For the eternal Spirit is his truth.” Savitri-78, 

46: Savitri-339, 

47: “Then suddenly there came on her the change  

Which in tremendous moments of our lives  

Can overtake sometimes the human soul  

And hold it up towards its luminous source.” Savitri-571 

48: The Gita-4.7, 

49: “But worship is only the first step on the path of devotion. Where external 

worship changes into (second step) the inner adoration, real Bhakti begins; (third 

step) that deepens into the intensity of divine love; (fourth step) that love leads to 

the joy of closeness passes into the bliss of union. Love too as well as knowledge 

brings us to (fifth step) a highest oneness and (sixth step) it gives to that oneness 

its greatest possible depth and intensity.” Sri Aurobindo/CWSA-24/The 

Synthesis of Yoga-549 
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50: The Gita-17.12, 

51: The Gita-17.4, 

52: The Gita-4.12, 

53: The Gita-3.19, 

54: “From Matter, anna, creatures come into being, from rain is the birth of Matter 

(food), from sacrifice comes into being the rain, sacrifice is born of work; work 

know to be born of Brahman, Brahman is born of Immutable, therefore is the all-

pervading Brahman Consciousness is established in Matter by continuous 

sacrifice, nitya Yajna. He who follows not here the wheel of works, evam 

pravartitam chakram, thus set in movement, evil is his being, sensual is his 

delight, in vain, O Partha that man lives.” The Gita-3.14, 15, 16, 

, 
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